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ABSTRACT

Correlation effects are included in the Bcthe-Born theory for the

generalized oscillator strength of inelastic scattering of electrons on atoms

The formulation is such as to allow for the calculation of relative line

strengths of multiplets. It is used to analyse line strengths of the hi •* k

transition in La' and Ce within LS-couplinr». The analysis indicates

that only slnplet states of the intermediate *td 1* f configuration are

allowed. Calculated line strengths are compared with a recent core electron

energy loss spectra of metallic La and tetravalent CeO and there is an

overall qualitative agreement between theory and experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the efficient means for studying the electronic structure of

condensed matter is by means of electron collision events. Of recent times

there have been renewed interest in using this mode of probe in excitations

involving core electrons, e.g. (Kanski and Wendin 1981, Netzer et al. 1983,

Moser et al. 198*0. Relative intensity measurements are then made as a

function of the energy lost by the incident (primary) electrons to the target

system for fixed primary energies. These intensities are related to

differential scattering cross sections which are generally dependent on the

scattering angle, momentum and energy transfers of the colliding particle to

the target system. Theoretically the gross features of such experiments can

be adequately accounted for when the incident electron energies involved lie

either well below or well above thresholds for excitation of core electrons

of the target system using first order perturbation theory. However, when the

primary electron energies are such as to be able to excite a core electron,

then different n.nd non-consistent models have to be used to account for certain

spectral features in different energy regions of the spectrum.

In a review article on inelastic collision of charged particles on

atoms and molecules (Inokuti 1971) It had been suggested that as long as the

incident particles are fast enough to allow for the validity of the first Born

approximation, then a consistent formulation for the calculation of differential

scattering cross-section which includes correlation effects is possible. Such

effects would then be a reflection of core level excitations. Amusia and

Cherepkov (1975) have included such correlation effects within the Bethe-Born

theory and calculated the generalized oscillator strength (GOS) of a number

of atoms (He,Ar,Xe). These calculations have been performed as functions of

the scattering angle, momentum and energy transfers with two of the variables

held constant at a time. For near zero momentum transfer the GOS is proportional

to the photoabsorption cross-section and it Is expected that dipole selection

rules vould be valid for such calculated GOS. In the work of Amusia and

Cherepkov (19T5), not only was it concluded that correlations helped to

improve both the qualitative and quantitative agreement of the GOS with

experiment, hut also that for momentum transfers of the order or greater than

unity (in atomic units), non dipole transitions significantly modified the

GOS curves.

Recently, Netzer et al. (19831 recorded electron energy loss spectra

or metallic La end tetravalent CeO£ near the ltd-excitation edge at

arious primary electron energies. In the experiment they demonstrated the
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consistent breakdown of the dipolc selection rules as the incident electron

energy was varied from intermediate energies (*> 1 keV) to near threshold.

They presented sound arguments to show that at intermediate energies singlet

excitations would be the most probable ones. However, as the incident energies

are lowered toward threshold, triplet excitations will equally well be

important.

In Sec. 2 we present a theoretical framework following the work of

Amusia and Cherepkov (1975) for calculating the GOS. Here the problem is

formulated in such a way that relative line strengths of niultiplets are

calculable in electron excited spectra. Then in Sec. 3 we use it to calculate

line strengths which support the conclusions reached by Netzer et al. (1983)

in their experimental work.

2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

We briefly make a review of the Bethe-Born theory in the non-relativistic

lin.it first. If k is the wave vector of the incident electron of energy

K - 1. k /2m then the equation relating the momentum transfer hq, the energy
>2 2

transfer t = n q /2m and the scattering angle 8 through the conservation

of energy in the collision process is

i - (2.1)

In the limit of small energy transfers (e << E) the above relationship becomes

In the above and in what follows it is assumed that the mass of the atom is

heavy enough so that the reduced mass can he approximated by the electronic mass

m. It can then be shown that (Bethe and Jacklw 1968, Inokuti 1971) the

differential scattering cross-section may be written as

(2.3)

with
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and

(2.5)

Here E
n
 = E

n "
 E Q i s t h e energy difference between the excited and ground

states of the atom. In general a" = a"(6,q,e). But because 8 and q are

related via either Eq.(2.1) or Eq.(2.2) we write a" = o"(q,£). The quantity

3f/3e is the generalized oscillator strength (GOS) which in principle can "be

determined if the atomic form factor F (q) is known. The summation over the
n

index n becomes an integration if the final state |n> lies in the continuum.

In this case the GOS becomes a "density11 of GOS. The quantity a = 'n£/me2

is the Bohr radius and By = me /n is the Hydberg unit of energy while z

denotes the number of atomic electrons. It is then clear from Eq.(2.3) that

a" has dimensions of area.

The single particle operator in Eq.(2,5) may be expressed in terms of

Legendre polynomials P as

(2.6)

where a is the angle between q and r and j (qr) is a spherical Bessel

function of integral order v. Substitution of Eq.(2.6) into Eq.(2.5) gives

Instead of calculating the z-particle wave function |0> and |n> in the

form of a Slater determinant, one can work in the single-particle approximation

in which these states are replaced by single particle states |i> and |k>

and summing over them. Thus, Eq.(2.7) transforms from F (q) to F(q,E) with

(2.8)

and

(2.9)
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fiepresent,Ing the single-particle wave functions in the form of products of

radial and angular parts (Amusia and Cherepkov 1975)

t2.10)

the angular integrations in Eq.(2.9) may be performed with the result

t2. l l)

where the reduced matrix element is defined by

Apart from the factor iv(2v+l), the matrix element contained in Eq.(2.1l)

may be represented by a Feynmann diagram of Fig, 1 in which the vertex with

a blob not only represents the reduced matrix element and the radial integral

involving the state |i> and jk> but also the 3-j symbol.

Following Amusia and Cherepkov (1975) correlation effects are introduced

into the inelastic scattering process by including the interaction of the

ejected electron with the hole formed. Within the random phase approximation

with exchange (EPAE) this is taken into account in the diagrammatic language

(consistent with the basic inelastic scattering process of Fig. 1) by the

diagrams of Fig. 2(a,b). Fig. 2(b) is the exchange process to Fig. 2(a).

We have used the wriggly line to distinguish the Coulomb interaction of the

incident electron with the atomic electrons from the intra-atomic interactions

(the dashed line). This distinction is crucial because In arriving at

Eqs.(2.3)-(2.5) the Interaction of the incident electron with the z-atomic

electrons has already been taken into account. This in fact led to the decoupling

of the differential scattering cross-section into one factor for the incident

electron and the other for the target atom (the form factor); see Eq.(2.37).

The above ideas may be used to discuss the influence of Ud •+ kl

excitation on the inelastic scattering of electrons on La and Ce + ions,

Referring to the diagrams of Figs. 1 and 2 this means that the states

|i'>+ Ud and |K'> + kr while |i> and |k> are replaced by ltd and e'f(nf)

respectively. The question then arises as to the dominant interactions in the

!*d kt intermediate configuration. It is known from photo-absorption

calculations (Sugar 1972) that electrostatic interaction between the lid-hole

and the lif electron over-ride the spin-orbit interaction. We shall therefore
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q
neglect spin-orbit interaction effects here and classify the ltd Itf-configuration

by SL quantum nuroters in LS-coupling. This coupling is done for the transition

amplitude using the diagrammatic state-coupling techniques (Lindgren and

Morrison 1982) and the resulting diagrams schematically represented by

Figs.(3, Ita.b). Here Fig. U{t) is the exchange process to Fig, M a ) , The

main idea here is that the state [ltd ttf> representing the ltd itf-configuration

has been expressed as a linear combination of the states |l*d~ l»f, SLM H >

of the Ud-hole and the !tf electron having a specific LS-eoupled total orbital

quantum number L and total spin quantum number S, namely

Ita,

V,SLM,ML><|^V.SLM,ML|M" (2.13)

We now employ the dia-grtuu rales to calculate the amplitudes of Figs, j ,

and obtain for the ltd -*• kf transition.

far

"» f >

(,)K

The factor 2 In the second terra comes from summation over the magnetic spin

quantum numbers, (In arriving at Eq.(2.1^) we have averaged over all the

magnet spin and orbital quantum numbers.) This leaves us with radial

Integrals and angular momentum diagrams which are then evaluated with standard

techniques (Lindgren and Morrison 1982),

We introduce the following definitions;
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i, E) -/dr (r)

Then d" kwith the intermediate lid" kf energy difference E, - E, •+ E(SL) and

with E - c" - t, the summation over the index v in the resonant terms of

Eq.(2.l'O may first be performed to yield

SL

5L

K
L[L]<diicl-iipi^) H F

(2.16)

So far the treatment is exact within the Bethe-Born approximation. Now the

following plau3ible assumptions may be made to allow for the calculation of

relative oscillator strengths. First, we note that the hd. and ̂f radial wave

functions to be used in calculating the Slater integral B U'fhd; kdhf) and

its direct counterpart occupy about the same region of space. These integrals

have been calculated in the potential of the atoms (Wendin and Nuroh 19T7,' Huron

and Wendin 1981). They can therefore be taken as being approximately the same.

Second, the R (e'fltd; lidUf) integrals (K = 1,3,5} are slouly varying

functions of the continuum energy variable c', and in particular in the energy

region of interest (around the ltd-excitation edge) they are not numerically

markedly different from each other. We may therefore take a mean value

R(c) to represent the different K-values, We introduce the following weighted

integrated spherical Bessel function in the l4d-edge excitation region:

i.L<dllCLHf> IL(
(2.17)

If the v-dependence of I (q) is not strong then we may assume the following

separation:
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where I- means some representative value of I (v = 1,3,5). Under the
v v

above assumptions we have that

where

(2.20)

and

alLV

(2.21)

(b)

We find from Eq.(2.19) that the amplitude for the atomic factor then separates

into two factors, namely

(£.22)

with

(2-23)

{2.2k)

The quantity g(SL) is then an approximate measure of the relative oscillator

strengths for the kd -» Uf transitions.



3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis presented here may be used to discuss the recent

experimental energy loss measurements of metallic La and tetravalent CeO

(Netzer et al. 1963). Since the discussion has been based on the Bethe-Born

approximation whose validity hinges on small energy transfers compared to

the incident electron energies, we can only compare the numerical results

presented here with the experimental measurements mentioned above when the

primary electron energy is in the intermediate energy regime {> 1 keV).

It is now fairly well established that lanthanum and cerium and most of the

lanthanides are triply ionized in the metallic state (Sugar, 19T2). With

this notion the intermediate ltd" l*f(SL) multiplets have been calculated

using LS-coupling and the results presented in Table 2. The Hartree-Fock
k k

Slater parameters F (Uflltf) and G (Udlff) used in the diagonalization of
3+ .3+the energy matrices are presented in Table 1 for the ions La ' and Ce"1

(in trying to compare the energy levels calculated here with the experimental

energy loss spectra of CeO the appropriate parameters would be those for
k+

Ce since the four valence electrons of elemental Ce are taken up by the oxygen

atom in tetravalent CeO . However at this exploratory stage they are meant

to be qualitative.) Also presented in Table 2 are the relative oscillator

strength g(SL) calculated according to definition (2.11) and Eqs.{2.20} and

(2.21), The multiplet structure of the l*d~1'tf(SL) consists of the terms

i l 3 p , 1 > 3 D , l l 3 F , 1 > 3G and 1 ) 3H. However, only the singlet states of odd

multipolarity are allowed by the electron scattering in the intermediate

energy regime for the primary electron where the sudden approximation leading

to the Bethe-Born approximation for the GOS is valid. As the primary electron

energy is lowered, the first Born approximation will no longer be valid and

the separation of the GOS into two factors - one for the primary electron and the

other for the atom, no longer holds. In this ease the scattering process has

to be considered as a (z+l)-electronic process. In terms of the analysis presented

here this means that the scattered electron should no longer be considered as

distinguishable from the target atom, but instead be considered as part of the

interacting z-atomic electrons. In such a situation triplet states can be reached

in the transition process because then the intermediate configuration becomes

(ltd U.f + e ) , and the added electron should be taken into account in the

transition amplitude leading to the expression for F, _i (q,e).

At primary electron energy of 1600 eV, the relative intensities of the

experimental resonances (Netzer et al. 1983) at absolute energies 101.7 eV and

105.3 eV normalized to the main resonance are "v. 0.18 and ^ 0,2T respectively.

Our calculated values for the ^T and ^H levels are 0.239 and 0.269
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respectively, comparing reasonably well with experimnet. This shows that

the approximation (2,11) used essentially in determining the relative oscillator

strengths is a good one. But whether this approximation is valid or not,

the selection rules predicted by theory are not affected by it. Thus it may

not be necessary to fall on the group-theoretical selection rules for

electron-impact spectroseopy (Goddard et al. 19T1) in the present situation.

From the calculated energy levels and relative oscillator strengths reported

here, we tentatively assign the three prominent resonances in the loss spectra

jof both La and CeO to the singlets P F andP, F and H in that order. The

calculated energy of the P state is superficially large compared with the

other term energies. This level is essentially determined by a factor

3G1(ltdltf) In the energy diagonalization. This led Sugar (1972) in the

calculation of relative line strengths in the photoabsorption cross section of

the lanthanides to reduce this parameter by a factor of 1/3 in order to compare

well with experiment. Since the identification of the broad resonance with the

1P state is not in doubt, we have not made such a reduction here. We note

in particular that the relative oscillator strengths reported here are only

angular momentum dependent and therefore the Same for La and CeOg. The

similarity between the two spectra in the intermediate primary electron energy

regime suggests that these characteristics may be preserved in the rest of the

lanthanides when appropriately prepared in some compounds which effectively

strip off their f-electrons, and the loss spectra measured near the

ltd-excitation edge.

To attempt an overall calculation of the GOS as a function of the

energy transfer (e) so as to compare with the experimental loss spectra, first

a thorough investigation has to be made about its variation with the momentum

transfer (q). Work in this direction is in progress. For the moment we have

been concerned with a formulation which makes it possible to calculate relative

oscillator strengths in electron-excited energy loss spectra. The analysis

presented here supports one of the main conclusions arrived at by Netzer et al.

(1983) that at intermediate primary electron energies singlet states will be

preferentially excited.
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TABLE 1

La3+

Ce3+

13

13

F2

.60

.73

Tk

8.60

8.80

1I4

15

G1

. 1 3

. 2 0

G3

7.67

8.1*8

5

5

G5

.56

• 99

TABLE 2

a )

b )

La3*

Ce3 +

g

g/g( p)

g/e^p)

La

28

30

0

1

1

.26

.1*0

.302

-

7.5lt

7.81

0.0722

0.239

0.18

8. ho

6.

-

-

-

6.

5G

15

22

20

3 F

U.5U

It.58

-

-

-

It.

It.

-

-

-

. 5 0

3D

38

"V~
- 1)

it .13

It.27

0.0812

O.269

0.27

.60

3

2

2

2

H

60

62

70

^P

0

0

-

-

-

0
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TABLE CAPTIOUS

k k
Table 1 The Slater F (l*dl»f) and G (ltdl*f) parameters used in the

energy diagonalization of the ltd Uf{SL) terms.

Table 2 Calculated energy levels and relative line strengths as described

in the text.

a) normalized relative intensities of the loss peaks at primary

electron energies of 1600 eV of La (Hetzer et al. 19B3).

b) Calculated multiplet energies of La reported by (Netzer et al, 1963).

FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1 The basic amplitude diagram for the Bethe-Born GOS involving a core

hole excitation.

Fig. 2 The resonant contributions to the basic process in Fig. 1.

Fig. (b) is the exchange process to Fig. (a).

Fig. 3 The same as Fig. 1 with the core hole identified as the l*d-state.

Fig. I* The same as Fig. 2 with the intermediate resonant state identified
n

with the Ud Uf-configuration. These have been coupled to give the

appropriate LS-coupled multiplets.
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